Introduction

We are pleased to present our ‘International Supply Chain Security Reference Guide.’ Many of our global partners are very familiar with the Customs Trade Partnership Against Terrorism (CTPAT), while some have not yet received detailed information from their importing partners in the U.S. In either case, this reference guide is intended to educate you regarding CTPAT requirements and designed to help you further enhance current standards or determine a starting point for improvement.

It is understood that our global partners differ greatly in demographics and size and each faces unique challenges. In order to make this manual useful globally, we have organized it according to: Topic, Sub Topic, Basic Requirements (as identified in the point A, B, C layout) and Security Quick Tips (which follow the basic requirements within each Sub Topic). The ‘Basic Requirements’ should be attainable by any factory in any part of the world, while ‘Quick Tips’ offer ideas that allow you to achieve superior levels of security. It is our expectation, as an absolute minimum, that all suppliers strive to achieve ‘Basic Requirements.’

As you review this manual, please also consider the following:

- Your current level of security standards, processes, and documentation of security practices.
- Areas of concern or lack of security measures.
- Potential enhancements to the current standards, processes, and documentation of security practices.

In order to help facilitate ongoing improvement in supply chain security, we have included useful information regarding:

- Ideas for training and awareness.
- Forms that may help with documentation and record keeping.

Please use this detailed information as a tool to achieve compliance in the Customs Trade Partnership Against Terrorism. While the CTPAT program evolves constantly, at the time of publication our standards are consistent most of our U.S. importing peers. If any questions arise regarding requirements please contact our International Supply Chain Security department at: npgcuscompmbx@nordstorm.com
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